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International Entrepreneurs Association, UK
Primary Criteria on the Procedures on Becoming IEA “Provider”
With the strong support and involvement from IEA, UK service coverage, many exciting fields are
developed into the system. Therefore, every particular covers different kind of services and exposure
which will bring long term business expansion to those who intend to become IEA’s service provider.
Each level needed certain specialties and levels of commitment in order to succeed in the process of
implementing and providing services to customers.
Any parties interested in providing the qualification and alliance from IEA may follow the steps to
highlighted following this, or alternatively, approach IEA Business Development Center for detail
information.
1. Provide Letter of Intent (LOI) or Letter of Cooperation (LOC) with regards to the collaboration
interest with IEA.
2. Provide a details clear specific intention propose collaboration itinerary proposal write-up ideas.
3. Preliminary discussion on the Modal of Collaboration will be carried out thru email, teleconversation, or online conferences as a start-up.
4. Applying as a Corporate Membership of International Entrepreneurs Association as a Global
Entrepreneurial Status Organization.{ Policies of Collaborating with IEA }
 Annual Fees for Corporate Membership will be impose { £ + VAT }
5. Fill Up and Complete the Approval Application form (A1).
6. Those who wish to become an IEA Education Service Provider on your collaboration ideas and
wish to proceed, IEA would arrange a Discussion Visit before any confirmation and approval
being authorized. Two representatives from IEA Business Centre shall conduct a visit and
evaluate the Provider’s Facilities where IEA courses will be conducted. { Optional Arrangement:
Depending on the need of the policies of IEA }
 Photographs will be accepted as part of evaluation and inspection on the venue of
college or campus.
 It might not approved if IEA Evaluator or Representative feel that it is not applicable or
not under IEA policies consideration}
7. The visit will be informal, informative, and interactive and focused on your needs. The meeting
only invite members/owner/final decision maker of your organisation to attend. Guidance will
also be given on completing your applications. The cost of the visit will be £ 500.00 plus
reasonable travel expenses and the cost of the visit is non-refundable.
8. Seeking for any kind of services provider of IEA. - Annual Application Fees will be charge
accordingly { £ + VAT } { Compulsory for Loyalty and Commitment Policies of IEA }
9. Signing Standard T&C Agreement Contract (MOA / MOU) together with Non-Disclosure
Agreement (NDA) on the collaboration ties.
10. Precede with the details assessment policies and procedures on further process of the
collaboration agenda by following IEA Guidance.

11. For further signing up application enrolment on each students will be charge accordingly
{ £ + VAT }.
12. For further compliance assessment regulations or procedures criteria, please refer to IEA, HQ –
Business Development Centre for more details.
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